THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
promoted it, the reluctance of the nation to accept change, and
the final slow but increasing pressure brought by the great Cecil
which ultimately achieved its end and changed the character of
the English people.
The turning-point in this long business conies into sight after
the death of Mary Queen of Scots. It is approached in the last
days of Elizabeth's reign (the sixteen years after 1587) and with
Elizabeth's death in 1603, and is finally determined by the issue
of the Gunpowder Plot in 1605-6.
After this last date (1605-6), though a very large minority
remains attached in varying degrees to the Catholic tradition,
England becomes more and more anti-Catholic. She is estab-
lished as a Protestant nation. The whole thing is like the
turning of a tide—at first Protestantism is advancing with great
difficulty against a full, strong stream of national opinion; this
slackens as Cecil's policy increasingly succeeds. After the death
of Mary Stuart the stream had already lost much of its strength,
and it begins to slacken more and more towards the end of the
century. Then there is still water; then after 1605-6, eighty
years after the beginning of the affair, the stream has definitely
turned—it runs more and more strongly Protestant from the
Gunpowder Plot onward; effort against it becomes increasingly
difficult; the Catholic sympathizers, already a minority, lose
heart, are divided, fear the accusation of being unpatriotic, and,
in the course of over eighty years, slowly sink to become at last,
after 1689, a fraction prepared for extinction.
The New Conditions. What made for the increasing
approach to a turn-over between 1587 and 1605 were the
following factors :
 (1)	With every year a smaller number of men, and those
ageing, could remember the Mass.    At the time of Mary's
execution only men of middle age could remember the parish Mass
of their boyhood; by 1605 the great majority of Englishmen had
had no personal experience of it, and only old men from sixty
onward could remember it dimly as a memory of childhood.
 (2)	The duel between the missionary priests and the Cecils
was won by the latter.   The error of trying to combine a defence
of Catholicism with the support of Elizabeth destroyed the
chances of the missionary effort.
 (3)	The rising generation, in so far as they received instruction
—that is, in the governing and directing elates—were trained
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